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Alright, listen. We have a serious 
problem here at East Forsyth that 
needs to be solved now. Only the 
student body can solve this prob-
lem. Mindless loitering. 
 There are too many people 
absent mindedly standing around 
campus like a shepherdess herd of 
pack animals. 
 The breezeway at our 
school is referred to as a breeze-
way for a reason. 
	 Breezes	flow	along,	they	
move just as the students should 
during class change. Some students 
are not moving. 
 If you stand in the middle 
of the breezeway and talk with 

your friends, text, email, call, 
chatsnap (or whatever the kids call 
it these days)  PLEASE STOP! 
It’s bothersome to many, and dis-
rupts	the	needed	flow	of	the	near	
2,000 people on our campus.  
There are a large number of stu-
dents at our school who 
stand in the middle of 
the breezeway and act 
as an obstacle for those 
who seek to take advan-
tage of their free educa-
tion in a prompt manner. 

This makes no sense. 
 
 Why do you 
want to stand in every-
one’s way? Why do you 
complain loudly when 
someone runs into you? 
Would you park your car in the 
middle of Interstate 40? No! Your 
car would get hit! 
So will you in the middle of the 
pedestrian	traffic	at	East	Forsyth!	
 Also, for all of you who 
stand in front of doors during class 

change, please take the liberty of 
standing in the corner of the build-
ing, or...here is a crazy idea… 
just go to class! 
 You would not believe the 
number of people who stand in the 
middle of the hallway, make a face 

that appears that they are having a 
stroke,	and	take	a	“selfie”	because	
they feel like that is an appropriate 
time and place to do that. 

News flash folks, it’s not. 

  In the United States 
of America, we drive on 
the right side of the road. 
This means that we also 
walk on the right side of 
the sidewalk, hallway, 
etc. 
 Please follow these 
social regulations at our 
school to allow class 
changes to become less 
of a challenge and burden 
for all. 
 East Forsyth High 
School  is too populated 
for people to idle and 
mindlessly walk around 
with no purpose. 
 With a little com-
mon courtesy, respect, 
and common sense, we 
can tackle these problems 
together as one big happy 
Eagle family. 

Slash of the Talon: 
EFHS Public Service Announcement

By Adam B. Moore
Editor-in-Chief

Sophomores Nautica Harvey and Luz Chegue are annoyed when other students 
linger in the stariwells and in front of buildings! 
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Violent 
Knockout Game 

Spreads 
Nationwide
By Will Rierson

 News Editor

 New York, St. Louis, 
Pittsburgh. What do these places 
have in common? In these cities 
and others throughout the country, 
innocent pedestrians are being at-
tacked by young people as a part 
of what some call the “knockout 
game”.
 The crime goes by a va-
riety of names: the “knockout 
game”,	“knock	‘em	out”,	“wild-
ing”	and	even	the	racially	charged	
“polar	bear	hunting”.	Essentially,	

groups of urban youths, usually 
black males, seek out unsuspecting 
strangers and challenge each other 
to punch individuals in the head 
and knock them unconscious with 
one hit. The goal is to show physi-
cal prowess and courage by hurting 
innocent victims.  
 NPR reports that forms of 
the attack have been going on for 
decades, though the advent of so-
cial media has recently publicized 
them worldwide. Attackers some-
times post videos of their exploits 
on websites such as YouTube to 
tell others. The justice system often 
catches up to them though, and cell 
phone or security cam footage of 
the events help victims get pay-
back for their wounds in court. 
 American youth disaffected 
with a bad economy and just plain 
bored funnel their restlessness and 
natural aggression into playing 

the knockout game. An increased 
tolerance and even celebration of 
violence in movies, television, and 
video games today certainly does 
not give them second thoughts. 
 The New York Daily News 
reports that at least ten assaults in 
New York City have been attrib-
uted to the knockout game, and 
the number keeps rising. It seems 
that the teenagers who commit the 
crimes there may be targeting Jews 
based on their race, though overall 
knockout game victims come from 
all walks of life. Homeless people, 
the elderly and women have been 
attacked because they are viewed 
as weak, while male profession-
als are targeted for their perceived 
privilege.  
 Victims of the knockout 
game have died from their injuries 
in St. Louis, Missouri, Hoboken, 
New Jersey, and other cities. In a 

2011 St. Louis case, Vietnamese 
immigrant Hoang Nguyen, 72, was 
beaten by a group of four teenag-
ers for no apparent reason. One of 
his attackers, now 20 year old Elex 
Murphy, was convicted of second 
degree murder and sentenced to 
life in prison. This man must live 
out	his	existence	in	confinement	
because he spontaneously decided 
to exert power over a stranger for 
entertainment.
 This disgusting and deadly 
movement will continue until the 
young people of America rise up 
and encourage each other to stop. 
High schoolers know well the 
power of peer pressure, so surely 
we can use it for good. Before you 
make rash decisions, stop to think 
about the consequences of your 
actions. Our generation must reject 
such senseless violence. 
 

Iran Nuke Deal 
Dominates World 

Attention
By Will Rierson

News Editor

 In late November, the 
United States and other leading 
United Nations members reached 
a landmark nuclear arms deal with 
the Islamic Republic of Iran. The 
agreement only lasts six months, 
but its principle may prove lasting.
 On one side are the United 
States and the other four UN Se-
curity Council members, Russia, 
China, the United Kingdom, and 
France, plus Germany for good 
measure. Together they are known 
as the P5+1. On the other stands 
Iran, led by Foreign Minister Javad 
Sarif. Over a period of months, 
secret talks with the US State De-
partment and Iran formed the P5+1 
negotiation in neutral Geneva, 
Switzerland.
 US relations with Iran 
have hesitantly started again after 

the 1979-1981 Iranian Hostage 
Crisis abruptly ended them. Then, 
the holding of American embassy 
workers in the capital of Tehran 
enraged	the	US	and	defined	the	
Carter and Reagan presidential 
years. Now, the moderate leaning 
President Hassan Rhouhani of Iran 
is communicating with President 
Barack Obama and US diplomats. 
 Compromise with the 
hostile Middle Eastern country set 
limits on Iran’s ability to produce 
nuclear power. According to NPR, 
part	of	the	deal	restricts	the	refin-
ing of nuclear material to weapons 

grade levels and allows UN ob-
servers to monitor Iranian nuclear 
storage and test sites. In return, 
Iran is getting back over $5 billion 
in	assets	and	trade	deals	“frozen”	
by the UN. 
 Iran can no longer enrich 
the radioactive metal Uranium 
above 5%. Uranium stockpiles 
enriched higher than that must be 
stored and not used. This helps Iran 
work toward providing its citizens 
with electricity through nuclear 
energy production, while keep-
ing them from building a nuclear 
bomb.

	 Iranian	officials	have	long	
claimed that their nuclear program 
has peaceful intentions, focusing 
on	the	production	of	efficient	do-
mestic energy. Many in the United 
States and Israel, though, believe 
that Iran is developing nuclear 
bombs for warfare. 
 Not everyone is happy with 
the deal. Israeli Prime Minister 
Benjamin Netanyahu told reporters 
that the deal he has been left out of 
“…is not a historic agreement, it’s 
a	historic	mistake…”	Some	com-
mentators liken the US and UN 
leaders involved in the P5+1 talks 
to Neville Chamberlain, the British 
prime minister who made peace 
with Adolf Hitler in the years be-
fore World War II. Republicans in 
Congress have said that the restric-
tions against Iran are not harsh 
enough.
 This temporary treaty 
threatens to divide Westerners of 
differing views, yet also bind to-
gether Iran and the outside world. 
In the coming year, more compre-
hensive and permanent agreements 
may satisfy the United Nations and 
Iran for good.

US Secretary of State John Kerry talks with Iranian Foreign Minis-
ter  Javad Sarif and at the P5+1 negotiations. Photo courtesy of CNN

Here 72 year old Brooklyn, New York resident Miriam Harpazi is 
seen after being hit in the head by an unknown and random attacker 

who’s actions are attributed to the growing knockout game craze.
Photo courtesy of www.thejewishpress.com
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Desperate For A 
Deal

By David Torres
Staff Reporter

 
 Back when accounting 
records were still handwritten, red 
ink would signify stores losses, 
while	black	ink	meant	profit,	thus	
the name Black Friday was created.  
The tradition has been around for 
a few years now.   It is the day that 
most stores depend on to see an 
increase	on	their	annual	net	profits.	
 Black Friday is a day of 
that makes a lot of shoppers happy 
due to the noticeable discounts 
given, but it is also a dangerous 
day. Not only is it famous for all 
the discounts given out by the 
stores, it’s also infamous for the 
chaos caused by those discounts. 
It’s	a	day	filled	a	lot	of	mayhem	
since everyone if so desperate to 
find	the	best	deals	on	things	that	
are on a limited stock.  Over the 
years many people have gotten 
seriously injured or even killed on 
this day.
 A Wal-Mart store in nearby 
Elkin, NC made world news when 
a	customer	on	Black	Friday	filmed	
a	crowd	of	shoppers	fighting	over	
televisions and posted it to You-
Tube. The viral cellphone video 
shows a tangle of customers pro-
tecting the few televisions put on 
the shelf and a man pulling people 
out of the way as his wife was 
reportedly stuck under the crowd. 

 However, it is a day to do 
a lot if not all of your Christmas 
shopping. A lot of consumers save 
up money only to do their holiday 
shopping on Black Friday. You can 
find	deals	on	anything	from	toys	to	
electronics such as televisions and 
computers. Many people wait out-
side in the cold just to get the best 
deals on such products because 
usually their great deals.
 The holiday shopping craze 
has extended into the online world 
as well. As time goes by online 
shopping has become more and 
more popular. Many buyers prefer 
to do their shopping online and 
not having to wait long lines at the 
store or risk a serious injury. A lot 
of popular online stores such as 
Amazon and Ebay started what is 
known as Cyber Monday.  
 Essentially, Black Friday 
type deals can be found on the 
internet the Monday following 
Black Friday. Additional move-
ments include Small Business 
Saturday and Giving Tuesday, days 
following Black Friday focused on 
the support of local businesses and 
increased charitable donations for 
the holidays.
 The growing tradition of 
Black Friday is largely known for 
disruptions between the people that 
are out shopping that day. Every 
year someone ends up seriously 
injured from it. It might be the 
perfect	day	to	find	the	best	deals	on	
higher priced products but it leaves 
many consumers wondering if the 
savings are worth the risks.

Home Cookin’ 
For the 
Holidays

By Reid Hutchins
News Co-Editor

 It’s that time of year again. 
One look at the family table cov-
ered in bowls and plates of ev-
eryone’s favorite food and what 
happens? That’s right: get a little 
taste of everything! But does it 
stop there? For some it does, but 
for others the feast continues deep 
into the night until they have eaten 
so much that they have to enlist 
help to get out of their seats and be 
carried away from the food to the 
nearest couch possible. Those who 
have fallen victim to the continu-
ous eating and drinking that pushes 
them far beyond their limits to 
what people like to call “overeat-
ing.”	
 A big thanks to those who 
participated	in	the	first	Thanksgiv-
ing dating back to the 1600s when 
the Pilgrims cursed the rest of 
us with this dreaded disease. For 
centuries, people have taken one 
too many bites and felt the conse-
quences for minutes, hours, even 
days on end. 
 Luckily for us, the holiday 
season is when overeating is in 
full force. For some reason people 
cannot stop after one helping of 
mashed potatoes or a sliver of 

pumpkin pie. With the cheer and 
warm wishes, the holidays bring 
the curse of overeating.  
There is something about Grand-
ma’s house that makes us all eat 
two times our body weight and 
not think twice about it, well at 
least while it is happening. It all 
tastes so good but one has to stop 
somewhere. But where? It may be 
thought, “Hey, it’s only this one 
time of the year, it can’t be that 
bad”,	but	between	Thanksgiving	
and Christmas, the potential to 
consume way more than need be is 
definitely	there.
 How is one supposed to 
tackle this problem of overeat-
ing? First thought upon entering 
the food threshold should be, “I’m 
going to enjoy this time but am 
going watch how much food I 
consume	while	doing	so,”	Portion	
control	is	key.	It	is	perfectly	fine	to	
sample everything in the spread, 
but problems ensue when the third 
and fourth trips are taken. A right 
mindset needs to be had when the 
holidays roll around and the con-
cern of overeating is present. 
 Overeating can lead to 
some miserable hours after that last 
bite is consumed, but entering the 
battlefield	with	a	strong	heart	and	
level mind can lead to conquering 
the beast of overeating. Everyone 
can admit it, food is wonderful, but 
what isn’t wonderful is that month 
long period of hurting stomachs 
and guilty conscious that follow 
the eating frenzy.

Photo courtesy of Cafe Society

Voice Of The Eagle
“Do you say Merry Christmas or 

Happy Holidays?”

“I prefer Happy 
Holidays because when 

people say happy it makes me 

happy.” -Matt Finnegan ‘17

“I say Happy Holidays so I don’t 

offend people.” -Jake Martin ‘16

“Santa Claus told me to say Merry Christmas.” -Robert White ‘15

Shoppers fight over televisions in an Elkin, North Carolina Wal-Mart 
on Black Friday. Photo courtesy of www.myfox8.com

“Merry Christmas because I 

like saying it.” -Julia Wilson 
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The one time when everyone tunes 
into local news is when there is a 
possibility of a school cancellation 
or delay. 
  Winston-Salem/For-

syth 

County Schools (WS/FCS) has 
declared	that	the	first	two	snow	
days of the year will not have to be 
made up in our county. 
 After an analysis from the 

North Carolina government last 
year, it was discovered that WS/
FCS was going to school a little 
too long, thus our exemptions from 
two snow days this year. 
 Why exactly did snow days 
and	delays	come	about	in	the	first	
place? Safety. It’s all about safety. 
 Ever since high school stu-
dents were able to drive to school, 
safety has been one of the primary 
concerns. 
 Delays were created be-
cause of the risk of various acci-
dents caused by black ice, foggy 
skies, and wet roads. 
 Cars were crashing, people 
were slipping and hurting them-
selves, and it was a very dangerous 
situation. 
 After so many people 
hurt themselves or died, the idea 
of delaying schools came to be 
because ice generally melts after 
early morning passes and the sun 
heats up the asphalt roads, making 
it safer for people to drive, cross 
streets, etc. without the risk of los-

ing control. 
 If school is in session, 
and it is below freezing outside, 
the best thing you can do is to go 
turn your car on about ten minutes 
before you need to leave, make 
sure your defrosters are on for 
your windshield, but only put it on 
medium intensity. 
 If you turn your defroster 
on high at full heat, you risk your 
windshield heating up too quickly 
and potentially cracking due to the 
significant	change	in	temperature	
in such a short time. 
 Also, remember to drive 
slower when it is raining or snow-
ing. 
 The roads get slicker and 
you risk the chance of hydroplan-
ing and losing control of your 
vehicle and potentially crashing 
into other vehicles, trees, ditches, 
buildings, animals, etc. 
 Keep yourself safe out there 
this winter season, and if we have 
a snow day, enjoy it to your fullest 
legal potential.  

 Over the past school year 
there has been an increase in activ-
ity across school due to work in the 
halls and courtyards campus wide.
 Renovations are uplift-
ing the face of our school. Before 
the winter holiday for the 2012-
13 school year neared, the trees 
around campus were cut back and 
some were even removed from the 
ground completely. 
 The root systems of the 
trees had begun interfering with 
sewer pipes beneath the school. 
 When students arrived 
back from winter break many were 
surprised to see the bareness of the 
campus since the trees had been 
removed. 
 Later on in second semes-
ter, sidewalks were poured between 
the 500, 600 and Pod buildings. 
Along with the sidewalks and 
removal of trees, smaller saplings 
were placed to help liven the scene 
to make it seem less depressing to 
travel through the main courtyard.
 Students returning to school 
this year noticed new sidewalks 
between the 1000 building and 500 
building, and revitalized landscap-
ing along the sidewalks. 
 Also outside the 500 build-
ing, there was a new drainage 
system that was put in place to 
help remove the excess amounts of 
water that builds up in the breeze-
way when it rains at East Forsyth. 

There were also four new tables 
placed on the concrete outside the 
500 building, allowing students to 
sit and enjoy lunch outside rather 
than the usual busy courtyard or 
crowded cafeteria.
 This school year, the school 
has been focusing on improving 
the inside of the buildings on cam-
pus by painting the walls and doors 
of most of the buildings. 
 They 
also painted 
some areas 
on the gym 
making the 
paint more 
vibrant.
 In 
the caf-
eteria, the 
old tables 
and booths 
have been 
replaced by 
fresh tables 
and bars 
that  have 
reorganized 
the sitting 
area.  
 
Smaller 
tables for 
friend 
groups allow students to enjoy 
their lunches without sharing it 
with 20 other people they don’t 

know. 
 Some more major projects 
going on at East Forsyth include 
the building of a new concession 
stand	for	the	softball	field,	which	
was much needed and should be 
ready for use during the upcoming 
season. 
 Another project was re-
flooring	the	old	gym	across	from	
the auditorium because the old 

floor	was	close	to	being	unusable.
 Students should appreciate 
the	ongoing	beautification	that	is	
taking place of campus, the school 
system is doing the improvements 
for the students. 
	 Even	though	the	traffic	has	
increased and the halls smell like 
paint, it is all for the betterment of 
the school.  

New Landscaping Transforms East Campus
By Reid Hutchins

News Co-Editor

The large pin oak trees and lawns at East Forsyth have largely been 
replaced by courtyards with small shrubs and ornamental trees, 

criss-crossed by sidewalks for increased mobility around campus.

Korner’s Folly in snow. Photo courtesy of activerain.com. 
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There’s No Day Like a Snow Day!
By Adam B. Moore

Editor-in-Chief


